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A CONVEX RELAXATION TO COMPUTE THE
NEAREST STRUCTURED RANK DEFICIENT MATRIX
DIEGO CIFUENTES
Abstract. Given an affine space of matrices L and a matrix θˆ ∈ L, consider the
problem of finding the closest rank deficient matrix to θˆ on L with respect to the
Frobenius norm. This is a nonconvex problem with several applications in estimation
problems. We introduce a novel semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation, and we
show that the SDP solves the problem exactly in the low noise regime, i.e., when
θˆ is close to be rank deficient. We evaluate the performance of the SDP relaxation
in applications from control theory, computer algebra, and computer vision. Our
relaxation reliably obtains the global minimizer in all cases for non-adversarial noise.
1. Introduction
Let k,m, n be positive integers with m≥ k, n≥m−k+1. Given an injective affine
map P : Rn → Rk×m and a vector θ ∈ Rn, we consider the nearest point problem
(1) min
u∈U
‖u− θ‖2, where U = {u ∈ Rn : P(u) is rank deficient},
and where we use the Euclidean norm in Rn (or a scaled Euclidean norm). Equivalently,
given the affine space L := ImP and the matrix θˆ = P(θ), we consider
(1’) min
uˆ∈Rk×m
‖uˆ− θˆ‖2, such that uˆ ∈ L and uˆ is rank deficient,
where we use the (possibly scaled) Frobenius norm in Rk×m.
The above problem has several applications in control, signal processing, systems
theory, computer algebra, and computer vision [4,7,13,15,16,18]. Some common choices
for the affine space L include the spaces of Hankel, Toeplitz, and Sylvester matrices.
Problem (1) is sometimes known as structured total least squares [7,18,23]. The name
comes from the total least squares method for the linear regression problem Ax ≈ b,
given by minimizing ‖(∆A |∆b)‖2 subject to (A+∆A | b+∆b) being rank deficient. By
further imposing an affine constraint on the matrix, we arrive to (1’).
Problem (1) is nonconvex and computationally hard. It is usually solved in practice
with local optimization methods, that give no guarantees of convergence to the global
optimum. A practical approach to certify global optimality in nonlinear programming
is by constructing a convex relaxation. We follow this approach in this paper, and
propose a novel semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation for (1). The optimal value
of the SDP relaxation is always a lower bound on the optimal value of (1). If the
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optimal solution of the SDP is rank-one, then the relaxation is exact (or tight), and we
can recover the global minimizer of (1) from the SDP.
The main technical contribution of this paper is to show that our SDP is always exact
in the low noise regime, i.e., when θ is close enough to U . More precisely, we show that
if θ¯ ∈ U satisfies a mild transversality condition, then the SDP relaxation is exact as
θ → θ¯. We point out that the same transversality condition appears when analyzing
the rate of convergence of local optimization methods [24].
Assumption 1. The affine space L meets the manifold {A ∈ Rk×m : rankA = k−1}
transversally at P(θ¯). This means that codim(L ∩ T ) = codimL + codimT , where T
denotes the tangent space of the manifold at P(θ¯).
Theorem 1.1. Let θ¯ ∈ U such that Assumption 1 holds. Then the SDP relaxation (6)
correctly recovers the minimizer of (1) whenever θ is close enough to θ¯.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our SDP relaxation
for (1). In Section 3 we prove our main result, Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section 4 we
evaluate the performance of our SDP relaxation in applications from control theory,
computer algebra, and computer vision. We illustrate that SDP reliably solves all these
problems, and its noise tolerance is notably better than state of the art methods.
Related work. Problem (1’) is a special instance of structured low rank approximation
(SLRA), which consists in minimizing ‖uˆ − θ¯‖ subject to uˆ∈L and rank uˆ ≤ r, for a
given r∈N. The SLRA problem has been studied extensively [4,7,20,23,24], notably by
Markovsky [15,16]. Most practical algorithms rely on local optimization, see e.g., [16, §3]
and [24]. But due to nonconvexity, there are no guarantees to get the global minimum.
A heuristic method for SLRA consists in replacing the rank constraint by the convex
constraint ‖uˆ‖∗≤ t, where ‖ · ‖∗ is the nuclear norm and t is a tunable parameter. This
leads to a tractable SDP, see [9]. However, the resulting matrix uˆ is not necessarily
optimal, and may not even satisfy the rank constraint. A closely related problem to
SLRA is that of finding the matrix uˆ ∈ L with the smallest rank. The nuclear norm
heuristic has been widely studied in this context, see e.g., [22].
To the best of our knowledge, our proposed SDP is the first convex relaxation for
problem (1) with provable guarantees. Special instances from computer vision have
received more attention [1, 12], as we will elaborate in Section 4.3.
Since problem (1) is a polynomial optimization problem, the sum-of-squares (SOS)
method [2,14] provides a hierarchy of SDP relaxations with increasing power and com-
plexity. Our proposed relaxation involves a positive semidefinite (PSD) matrix of size
(n+1)k, and lies in between the first and the second level of the SOS hierarchy, whose
sizes are n+k+1 and
(
n+k+2
2
)
. Though SOS relaxations often perform well in practice,
there are very few theoretical results explaining this behavior. This paper contributes in
this direction, by showing that our relaxation is always exact in the low noise regime.
2. Semidefinite programming relaxation
We proceed to derive the SDP relaxation of problem (1). Our strategy consists in
first phrasing the problem as a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP),
and then consider the associated Lagrangian dual, which is always an SDP.
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For convenience, we will center the problem at zero with the change variables v =
u− θ. Observe that (1) is equivalent to:
(2) min
z∈Rk,v∈Rn
vTv such that zTPθ(v) = 0, z
T z = 1,
where Pθ(v) := P(v + θ). The above is a QCQP, and hence its Lagrangian dual is
an SDP relaxation of (2). Unfortunately, this simple relaxation does not reveal any
information about the original problem, as shown next.
Lemma 2.1. The optimal value of the Lagrangian dual of (2) is zero for any θ.
Proof. Denoting Hi the Hessian of the i-th entry of z
TPθ(v), the Lagrangian dual is
max
γ∈R,λ∈Rm
γ such that
(
0 0
0 1n
)
− 1
2
∑
i
λiHi − γ
(
1k 0
0 0
)
 0.
Since the diagonal entries of Hi are zero, then the first entry of the PSD matrix from
above is −γ, and it must be nonnegative. It follows that γ=0, λ=0 is optimal. 
We will obtain another QCQP reformulation of (1) which gives raise to a better SDP
relaxation. Let v˜ := (1, v) ∈ Rn+1 be the vector obtained by prepending a one, and
consider the Kronecker products
y := v ⊗ z = vec(zvT ) ∈ Rnk, x := (z, y) = v˜ ⊗ z ∈ RN , N := (n + 1)k.
We will restate problem (2) in terms of the rank-one tensor x. Recall that this rank-one
condition corresponds to the vanishing of certain minors. Indexing x by pairs (i, j) with
0 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, then
(3)
rank(x) = 1 ⇐⇒ xl1xl2 = xl3xl4 for all l = (l1, l2, l3, l4) ∈ L,
L := {l =
(
(i1, j1), (i2, j2), (i1, j2), (i2, j1)
)
: 0≤ i1<i2≤n, 1 ≤j1<j2≤k}.
Let us express the constraints zTPθ(v) = 0 and z
T z = 1 in terms of x. We can write
Pθ(v) =
(
P1v˜ P2v˜ · · · Pmv˜
)
for some Pi ∈ R
k×(n+1).
Observe that Pi depends on the parameter θ, but we omit the subindex to simplify the
notation. Let
pi := vec(Pi) ∈ R
N , G :=
(
0 0
0 1nk
)
∈ SN , E :=
(
1k 0
0 0
)
∈ SN ,
where SN denotes the space of symmetric N ×N matrices. Properties of the Kronecker
product imply that
xTGx = ‖y‖2 = ‖v‖2, pTi x = p
T
i (v˜ ⊗ z) = z
TPiv˜, x
TEx = ‖z‖2.
It follows that problem (2) is equivalent to
(4)
min
x∈RN
xTGx
pTi x = 0 for i = 1, . . . , m
xl1xl2 = xl3xl4 for l ∈ L
xTEx = 1
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Example 2.2. Let n= 1, k=m= 2, and consider the map P : R→R2×2, u 7→ ( 1 uu u ).
Then N = 4 and the rank-one tensor x = (x01, x02, x11, x12) satisfies x01x12 = x02x11.
Since Pθ(v)=
(
1 v+θ
v+θ v+θ
)
then p1 = vec( 1 0θ 1 ) , p2 = vec(
θ 1
θ 1 ) .
We will make two more transformations to (4). First, we replace the linear equations
by some quadratics:
pTi x = 0 ⇐⇒ (p
T
i x)xj = x
Tpie
T
j x = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N
where {ej}j ⊆ R
N denotes the canonical basis. For the second transformation we need
to introduce new notation.
Definition 2.3 (Block symmetrization). Given A ∈ SN , we let bSym(A) ∈ SN be the
matrix constructed as follows: divide A into k×k blocks and replace each of these blocks
B ∈ Rk×k by its symmetric part 1
2
(B+BT ). For a non-symmetric matrix A ∈ RN×N ,
we may define bSym(A) := 1
2
bSym(A+AT ) ∈ SN .
It can be checked that xT (pie
T
j )x = x
T bSym(pie
T
j )x when x is rank-one. We now
present our final QCQP formulation of problem (1):
(5)
min
x∈RN
xTGx
xT bSym(pie
T
j )x = 0 for i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , N
xl1xl2 = xl3xl4 for l ∈ L
xTEx = 1
The corresponding primal/dual SDP relaxations are:
(6)
min
Y ∈SN
G • Y
bSym(pie
T
j )• Y = 0, ij∈ [m]×[N ]
El • Y = 0, l ∈ L
E • Y = 1
Y  0
max
µij ,νl,γ∈R
γ
Q(µ, ν, γ)  0
Q(µ, ν, γ) := G+
∑
ij∈[m]×[N ]
µij bSym(pie
T
j ) +
∑
l∈L
νlEl − γE
where • denotes the trace inner product in SN , and where El ∈ S
N is the matrix such
that El • Y = Yl1l2 − Yl3l4 .
The above pair of SDP’s is our proposed relaxation for (1). Both SDP’s achieve the
same value since Slater’s condition is satisfied, and this value is always a lower bound
for (1). The relaxation is exact if the minimizer Y ∗ of (6) has rank one. In such a case,
the optimal values of (1) and (6) agree, and furthermore, the minimizer of (1) can be
recovered from Y ∗. In the next section we will show that the relaxation is always exact
in the low noise regime.
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Example 2.4. Retake the case from Example 2.2. There is a matrix bSym(pie
T
j ) for
each i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The first and the last are:
bSym(p1e
T
1) = bSym
(
1 0 0 0
θ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
)
= 1
2
bSym
(
2 θ
θ 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
)
= 1
4
(
4 2θ
2θ 0
0 1
1 0
0 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
)
,
bSym(p2e
T
4) = bSym
(
0 0 0 θ
0 0 0 θ
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
)
= 1
2
bSym
(
0 0
0 0
0 θ
0 θ
0 0
θ θ
0 1
1 2
)
= 1
4
(
0 0
0 0
0 θ
θ 2θ
0 θ
θ 2θ
0 2
2 4
)
.
Besides the eight matrices bSym(pie
T
j ), the SDP relaxation involves three more matrices:
G =
(
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
)
, E =
(
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
)
, El =
1
2
(
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
)
.
There is a single El in this case, corresponding to the tuple l =
(
(0, 1), (1, 2), (0, 2), (1, 1)
)
.
Remark (Scaled norms). The SDP relaxation (6) can be easily adapted to scaled Eu-
clidean norms in Rn. If the objective in (2) is replaced by vTCv, where C ≻ 0, then we
simply need to set G =
(
0 0
0 C⊗1k
)
. Theorem 1.1 remains valid.
Remark (Removing constraints). The equations El•Y =0 might be removed from the
SDP (6) while preserving the objective value. This might be convenient for computa-
tional purposes. To see why, let l ∈ L, and consider the group action σl : Z2 → S
N of
switching the l1l2 and l3l4 coordinates. Note that σl fixes the matrices G,E, bSym(pie
T
j ).
The constraint El • Y =0 defines the invariant subspace of σl. This constraint can be
dropped, as there is always an optimal solution in the invariant subspace [10, 21].
3. Exactness under low noise
In [5] we proposed a general framework to analyze the stability of SDP relaxations.
In this section we will apply these ideas to the QCQP (5), and prove that the SDP
relaxation (6) is exact under low noise (Theorem 1.1).
We now introduce the stability result we will use. Given a family of quadratic equa-
tions hθ = (h
1
θ, h
2
θ, . . . , h
ℓ
θ) parametrized by θ ∈ Θ, consider the QCQP:
min
z∈Rk, y∈RN−k
‖y‖2 such that hiθ(z, y) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , ℓ.(Pθ)
Let θ¯ ∈ Θ be a parameter such that the optimal value of (Pθ¯) is zero. The next theorem
analyzes the Lagrangian relaxation of (Pθ) as θ → θ¯.
Theorem 3.1 (SDP stability in ED problems). Let x¯ = (z¯, 0) be the minimizer of (Pθ¯).
Assume that the following conditions hold:
• (smoothness) The set {(θ, x) : hθ(x)=0} is a smooth manifold nearby (θ¯, x¯).
• (Abadie constraint qualification) The tangent space of Xθ¯ := {x : hθ¯(x)=0} at x¯
is given by the kernel of ∇hθ¯(x¯).
• (not a branch point) The right kernel of ∇zhθ¯(x¯) is trivial.
• (restricted Slater) There exists λ ∈ Λ such that A(λ)|(z¯)⊥ ≻ 0, where
Λ := {λ ∈ Rℓ : λT∇hθ¯(x¯) = 0} and A(λ) :=
∑ℓ
i=1
λi∇
2
zzh
i
θ¯ ∈ S
k.(7)
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Then the Lagrangian relaxation of (Pθ) solves the problem exactly whenever θ is close
enough to θ¯.
Proof. This is a special instance of [5, Thm. 5.1] in which the branch point condition
is specialized to the case of nearest point problems (see [5, Ex. 5.12]). 
The QCQP (5) is a special case of (Pθ), where the constraints are
h0(x) := x
TEx− 1, hij(x) := x
T bSym(pie
T
j )x, hl(x) := xl1xl2 − xl3xl4 ,(8)
and where x = (z, y) with z ∈ Rk, y ∈ Rkm. Recall that each pi depends affinely on θ.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 amounts to verifying that the conditions from Theorem 3.1
are satisfied. We proceed to analyze each of these conditions.
3.1. Smoothness. Let Xθ ⊆ R
N be the zero set of the equations in (8). We need to
show that {(θ, x) : x∈Xθ} ⊆ Θ×R
N is a manifold. Consider also the feasible set of (2):
Wθ := {(z, v) : z
TPθ(v) = 0, z
T z − 1} ⊆ Rk×Rn.
It will be shown in Lemma 3.2 that Wθ¯ is a manifold nearby (z¯, 0). Since Pθ(v) =
P(v + θ) then Wθ is a translation of Wθ¯, and hence {(θ, w) : w ∈ Wθ} is a manifold at
(θ¯, (z¯, 0)). Observe that the Segre embedding (z, v) 7→ z ⊗ (1, v) gives an isomorphism
Wθ ∼= Xθ. It follows that {(θ, x) : x ∈ Xθ} is also a manifold nearby (θ¯, x¯).
3.2. Constraint qualification. From now on we will only focus on the nominal pa-
rameter θ¯, and hence we will ignore the dependence on θ. LetX ⊆ RN andW ⊆ Rk×Rn
be as above. We need to show that the Abadie constraint qualification (ACQ) holds
for X . We will use the fact that ACQ agrees with the notion of regularity of schemes in
algebraic geometry; see e.g., [8, §16.6]. In particular, it is preserved by isomorphisms.
Since W ∼= X , it suffices to show that ACQ holds for W .
Lemma 3.2. Under Assumption 1, then ACQ holds for W at (z¯, 0). As a consequence,
W is a smooth manifold nearby (z¯, 0).
Proof. Let V := {(z, A) ∈ Rm×Rk×m : Az = 0, zT z = 1}. It is known that V is regular
everywhere (it is a resolution of {A : rankA ≤ k−1}). Observe that W is the preimage
of V under the affine injection φ : (z, v) 7→ (z,Pθ¯(v)). Also note that V meets the image
of φ transversally at (z¯, 0) by Assumption 1. It follows that W is regular at (z¯, 0). 
3.3. Branch point. In order to show that x¯ is not a branch point, we will first provide
an explicit formula for the Jacobian ∇h(x¯). We need new notation. Consider the
following bases of Rn+1, Rk, and RN :
{fj1}
n
j1=0
⊆ Rn+1, {dj2}
k
j2=1
⊆ Rk are the canonical bases,
{ej}j := {fj1 ⊗ dj2}j=(j1,j2) ⊆ R
N = Rn+1⊗ Rk.
Let Pi ∈ R
k×(n+1) be obtained by reshaping pi ∈ R
N into a matrix, and let ai, bi1, . . . , bin
denote the n+1 columns of Pi. Equivalently,
ai, bi1, . . . , bin ∈ R
k are such that pi = f0 ⊗ ai +
n∑
s=1
fs ⊗ bis ∈ R
N .(9)
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The next lemma gives a formula for (some of) the rows of ∇h(x¯).
Lemma 3.3. Let x¯ = (z¯, 0), and consider the constraints from (8). Then
∇h0(x¯) = 2f0 ⊗ z¯,
and for any i and j = (j1, j2) we have
∇hij(x¯) =
{
1
2
z¯j2(fj1 ⊗ ai), if j1 6= 0
z¯j2(f0 ⊗ ai) +
∑n
s=1 fs ⊗ sym(bisd
T
j2
)z¯, if j1 = 0
where sym stands for the symmetric part, i.e., sym(S) = 1
2
(S + ST ).
Proof. Since x¯ = f0⊗ z¯, then ∇h0(x¯) = 2Ex¯ = 2f0⊗ z¯. To compute ∇hij we make use
of the following identity:
bSym
(
(f⊗a)T (g⊗b)
)
(u⊗z) = sym(fgT )u⊗ sym(abT )z, for a, b, z∈Rk, f, g, u∈Rn+1.
The above identity can be checked by straightforward manipulation. It follows that
2∇hij(x¯) = 4 sym(f0f
T
j1
)f0 ⊗ sym(aid
T
j2
)z¯ + 4
n∑
s=1
sym(fsf
T
j1
)f0 ⊗ sym(bisd
T
j2
)z¯
= z¯j2(fj1 + f0(f
T
j1
f0))⊗ ai + 2
n∑
s=1
(fTj1f0)fs ⊗ sym(bisd
T
j2
)z¯.
Reducing the above expression we get the formula in the lemma. 
In order to make the following proofs more explicit, we will introduce a new assump-
tion, which is weaker than Assumption 1.
Assumption 2. The vectors {ai}i as in (9) span (z¯)
⊥.
Remark (Assum1 =⇒ Assum2). If Assumption 1 holds, then Pθ¯(0) = (a1 a2 · · · am)
has rank k − 1, and its left kernel is spanned by z¯. So Assumption 2 also holds.
We now verify the branch point condition.
Lemma 3.4. Under Assumption 2, the right kernel of ∇zh(x¯) is trivial.
Proof. Let ζ ∈ Rk be in the right kernel. Then ∇zh0(x¯)ζ = 0 and ∇zhij(x¯)ζ = 0 for all
i, j. By Lemma 3.3, we have z¯T ζ = 0 and z¯j2(a
T
i ζ) = 0 for all i, j2. Since ‖z¯‖ = 1, some
z¯j2 is nonzero. Then ζ is orthogonal to each of z¯, a1, . . . , am, so it must be zero. 
3.4. Restricted Slater. In order to show the restricted Slater condition, we will first
establish an easier condition that implies it. Consider the linear space Λ ⊆ Rℓ and the
linear map A : Λ → Sk from (7). Note that Λ is the set of Lagrange multipliers at x¯.
The map A may not depend on all the multipliers λi. We partition the multipliers
λ = (λI, λII) into two groups: λI ∈ Rℓ1 are the multipliers that appear in A(λ), and
λII ∈ Rℓ2 are the ones that do not appear. We let α : Rℓ1 → Sk be the restriction of A
to Rℓ1 . We can similarly partition the Jacobian J := ∇h(x¯) in the form J =
(
JI
JII
)
, with
JI ∈ R
ℓ1×N , JII ∈ R
ℓ2×N . As before, sym stands for the symmetric part of a matrix.
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Lemma 3.5. Let α,JI,JII as above. Consider the linear spaces K := JI(kerJII) ⊆ R
ℓ1
and V := sym(z¯ ⊗ Rk) ⊆ Sk, and assume that
V ⊥ ⊆ Imα and α(K) ⊆ V.
Then the restricted Slater condition holds.
Proof. Let π : Λ → Rℓ1 be the projection (λI, λII) 7→ λI. Note that A = α ◦ π by
definition of α. Let A∗, α∗, π∗ be the adjoint operators of A, α, π. We claim that
kerA∗ ⊆ kerα∗ ⊕ α(ker π∗) and ker π∗ = K.(10)
By taking the orthogonal complement of the first equation, we conclude that
ImA ⊇ Imα ∩ (α(K))⊥ ⊇ V ⊥ = {S∈Sk : Sz¯=0}.
The above relation implies the restricted Slater condition. Hence, it suffices to show (10).
Since A∗ = π∗◦α∗, the first equation in (10) is a consequence of the following identity:
ker(L2 ◦ L1) = kerL1 ⊕ L
∗
1(ImL1 ∩ kerL2) for linear maps L1, L2.(11)
This identity follows by applying the rank-nullity theorem (domainL = kerL⊕L∗(ImL))
to the linear maps L1, L2|ImL1 , and L2 ◦ L1.
It remains to show that ker π∗ = JI(ker JII). Let i : Λ → R
ℓ be the inclusion and
ρ : Rℓ → Rℓ1 be the projection λ 7→ λI, so that π = ρ ◦ i. Notice that ker ρ∗ = 0 since ρ
is surjective. Also note that Im i = ker J∗ since Λ is defined by the equation λTJ = 0,
and hence ker i∗ = ImJ. As π∗ = i∗ ◦ ρ∗, the identity (11) gives
ker π∗ = ker ρ∗ ⊕ ρ(Im ρ∗ ∩ ker i∗) = ρ(Im ρ∗ ∩ ImJ),
Observe that Im ρ∗ = Rℓ1 × {0}. It follows that w ∈ ker π∗ if and only if there is some
x such that w = JIx and JIIx = 0, as wanted. 
Let us now show that the conditions from Lemma 3.5 are satisfied in our situation.
We first need a formula for the linear map A(λ), and we need to know which multipliers
does it depend on. Table 1 partitions the multipliers λ = (λI, λII) into two groups. The
map A(λ) only depends on the ℓ1 = m×k multipliers in the first group:
A(λ) =
m∑
i=1
∑
j∈J0
µij
2
sym(aid
T
j2
), where J0 := {(0, j2) : 1 ≤ j2 ≤ k}.
The above formula follows from Lemma 3.3, and from the observation1 that γ = 0 for
any multiplier λ ∈ Λ.
Table 1. Partition of the multipliers into two groups.
group I II II II
multiplier µij µij νl γ
equation xT bSym(pie
T
j )x x
T bSym(pie
T
j )x xl1xl2 − xl3xl4 x
TEx− 1
indices i ∈ [m], j ∈ {0} × [k] i ∈ [m], j ∈ [n]× [k] as in (3)
1 The linear space Λ is defined by {Q(µ, ν, γ)x¯ = 0}, where Q is as in (6). Expanding the equation
x¯TQ(µ, ν, γ)x¯ = 0 gives γ = 0.
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A very important step toward verifying the conditions of Lemma 3.5 is to compute
the linear space K := JI(ker JII) ⊆ R
m×k. For the remaining of this section we let
{fj1}
n
j1=0
⊆ Rn+1, {dj2}
k
j2=1
⊆ Rk, {gi}
m
i=1 ⊆ R
m the canonical bases.
Lemma 3.6. Under Assumption 2, then JI(kerJII) ⊆ R
m ⊗ {z¯}.
Proof. Let L1 := R
n+1 ⊗ {z¯}, L2 := {f0} ⊗ R
k. We will first show that
ker JII ⊆ (f
⊥
0 ⊗{z¯})⊕ ({f0}⊗z¯
⊥) ⊆ L1 ⊕ L2.(12)
The second containment is clear. We proceed to prove the first one. Given w ∈ kerJII,
we can write it in the form
w = ℓ1 ⊗ z¯ + f0 ⊗ ℓ2 + rf0 ⊗ z¯ + f ⊗ ζ, for some r ∈ R, ℓ1, f ∈ f
⊥
0 , ℓ2, ζ ∈ z¯
⊥.
It suffices to show that r = 0 and f ⊗ ζ = 0. Since w ∈ ker JII, then ∇h0(x¯)w = 0
and also ∇hij(x¯)w = 0 for j = (j1, j2) with j1 > 0. Lemma 3.3 gives formulas for these
gradients. The equation ∇h0(x¯)w = 0 says that r = 0. Assume by contradiction that
f ⊗ ζ 6= 0. The equations ∇hij(x¯)w = 0 imply
z¯j2(f
Tfj1)(ζ
Tai) = 0, for all i, j1, j2.
Since ‖z¯‖ = 1 then some z¯j2 is nonzero. Also note that some f
Tfj1 6= 0 since f ∈
f⊥0 \ {0}. Similarly, some ζ
Tai 6= 0 since z¯
⊥ = span{ai}i. This is a contradiction.
Hence, (12) holds.
It remains to show that JI(L1) ⊆ H , JI(L2) ⊆ H , where H := R
m⊗{z¯}. The rows of
JI are ∇hij(w¯), where j = (j1, j2), j1 = 0. An explicit formula is given in Lemma 3.3.
Let w = f ′ ⊗ z¯ ∈ L1, and let us see that JIw ∈ H . The ij-th entry of JIw is
(f ′ ⊗ z¯)T (z¯j2(f0 ⊗ ai) +
n∑
s=1
fs ⊗ sym(bisd
T
j2
)z¯)
=
n∑
s=1
(f ′Tfs)(z¯
T sym(bisd
T
j2
)z¯) =
n∑
s=1
z¯j2(f
′Tfs)(b
T
isz¯)
where we used that aTi z¯ = 0. Then,
JIw =
∑
i,j2,s
z¯j2(f
′Tfs)(b
T
isz¯)(gi ⊗ dj2) =
∑
i,s
(f ′Tfs)(b
T
isz¯)(gi ⊗ z¯) ∈ H.
Consider now w = f0 ⊗ ζ ∈ L2. The ij-th entry of JIw is
(f0 ⊗ ζ)
T (z¯j2(f0 ⊗ ai) +
n∑
s=1
fs ⊗ sym(bisd
T
j2
)z¯) = z¯j2(a
T
i ζ)
and thus JIw =
∑
i(a
T
i ζ)gi ⊗ z¯ ∈ H. 
We are ready to show the restricted Slater condition.
Lemma 3.7. Under Assumption 2, then the conditions from Lemma 3.5 are satisfied.
Hence, the restricted Slater condition holds.
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Proof. Recall that α is the restriction of A to Rm×k. We may view α as follows:
α : Rm⊗Rk → sym(Rk⊗Rk), gi⊗d 7→
1
2
sym(ai⊗d) for any i∈ [m], d∈R
k.
We conclude that Imα = sym((z¯)⊥⊗ Rk), and hence the first condition holds. For the
second one, Lemma 3.6 shows that K ⊆ Rm ⊗{z¯}, and the above formula of α implies
that α(Rm ⊗ {z¯}) ⊆ sym(z¯ ⊗ (z¯)⊥) ⊆ V . 
4. Applications
Our SDP relaxation is implemented in CVX [11], and is available in http://www.mit.edu/~diegcif/.
We proceed to illustrate its performance. In all experiments we use the SDP solver
Mosek with the default parameters.
4.1. Hankel structure. Consider the problem of finding the nearest rank deficient
Hankel matrix. This problem appears in several applications from systems theory and
control. Some concrete applications are approximate realization, system identification,
noisy deconvolution, and stochastic realization [15, 16].
The left of Table 2 illustrates the performance of our SDP relaxation for small values
of the parameters k,m. The numbers in the table indicate the percentage of experiments
for which SDP solved the problem exactly, i.e., the optimal solution is rank-one. For
each k,m we used 2000 random instances sampled uniformly among those of norm one.
Observe that the SDP was exact for all instances with m ≤ 6.
For comparison, the right of Table 2 illustrates the performance of a local optimization
method using the software slra [17]. As expected, the accuracy of local optimization
is lower than that of SDP. Moreover, even when the local method is exact, it is hard to
certify that it indeed converged to the global optimal. In particular, we can only verify
that the local method succeeded for the instances for which SDP also succeeds.
Table 2. Nearest rank deficient Hankel matrix for random instances.
SDP succeeds BFGS and SDP succeed
k\m 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99% 99% 94% 90% 84% 80% 78% 75% 71% 69%
4 100% 100% 100% 97% 93% 86% 79% 93% 86% 79% 71% 65% 57% 50%
5 100% 100% 99% 96% 88% 79% 92% 84% 76% 68% 62% 55%
6 100% 100% 98% 90% 78% 90% 80% 72% 63% 53%
7 100% 100% 98% 88% 88% 79% 68% 61%
The fraction of instances for which SDP is exact should diminish as k,m → ∞.
Nevertheless, SDP always behaves well in the low noise regime, as we showed in Theo-
rem 1.1. The following example illustrates this behavior.
Example 4.1 (Approximate realization). Consider the discrete linear time invariant
(LTI) system with transfer function z−1
z2−1.6z+0.8
. Let y = (y1, y2, y3, . . . ) be the impulse
response of the system, and let Hm(y) be the 3×m Hankel matrix with the first entries
of y. The rank of Hm(y) is two (the order of the system). Assume now that the signal
y is corrupted by a Gaussian noise, and hence Hm(y) is full rank. The approximate
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realization problem consists in finding the nearest yˆ such that Hm(yˆ) has rank two.
Table 3 shows the performance of SDP for m = 40 and for different standard variations
of the noise. The numbers are the percentage of experiments which are solved exactly
over 400 repetitions. Observe that SDP solves all instances below a certain noise level,
as predicted by Theorem 1.1. For comparison we also show the performance of the local
optimization methods BFGS and LMA. As before, we can only verify that the local
methods are exact for instances for which SDP is exact.
Table 3. Approximate realization problem.
noise 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
SDP 100% 100% 100% 98% 97% 94%
BFGS 100% 100% 91% 68% 53% 37%
LMA 100% 100% 90% 66% 49% 34%
Remark (Computational complexity). It is known that SDP relaxations are more ex-
pensive than local optimization. For instance, for the case (k,m) = (3, 40) the SDP
solver Mosek takes 11.4s, whereas slra only takes 1.4ms. Nonetheless, we point out
that this higher complexity has been overcome in several other applications, by taking
advantage of problem structure [6, 10, 21, 25], and by using heuristic methods such as
that of Burer and Monteiro [3]. It is left for future work to investigate how to best take
advantage of these techniques in solving the SDP (6).
4.2. Approximate GCD. Let d, n1, n2 ∈ N and let fˆ ∈ R[t]n1 , gˆ ∈ R[t]n2 be univariate
polynomials of degrees n1, n2, The degree-d approximate GCD problem is:
min
f∈R[t]n1 , g∈R[t]n2
‖f − fˆ‖2 + ‖g − gˆ‖2, such that deg(gcd(f, g)) ≥ d,
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the norm of the coefficient vector. The approximate GCD problem
can be restated as in (1). Indeed, it is known that deg(gcd(f, g)) ≥ d if and only if
Syld(f, g) is rank deficient, where Syld(f, g) is the (n−2d)× (n−d−1) Sylvester matrix,
which is filled with the coefficients of f, g; see e.g., [13].
Example 4.2. Consider the polynomials
f := (t2 − 2)(t4 + 2), g := (t2 − 2)(t3 − 1), gcd(f, g) = t2 − 2.
We normalize the coefficients of f, g and then corrupt them with Gaussian noise. Table 4
illustrates the performance of SDP in computing the degree-2 approximate GCD. The
numbers indicate the percentage of successful experiments over 400 repetitions. Note
that SDP solves all instances below a certain noise level. For comparison, we also show
the performance of two local optimization methods.
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Table 4. Approximate GCD problem.
noise 0.0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
SDP 100% 100% 99% 93% 91% 92%
BFGS 100% 99% 91% 73% 62% 58%
LMA 100% 99% 91% 72% 63% 57%
4.3. Multiple view geometry. Given integers n ≥ k and vectors θ ∈ Rk, ai, bi ∈ R
k,
consider the fractional programming problem
(13) min
z∈Rk,u∈Rn
‖u− θ‖2, such that ui =
aTi z
bTi z
for i = 1, . . . , n.
After clearing denominators, this takes the form of (1) with m = n. The above problem
appears in several applications from computer vision.
Example 4.3 (Triangulation). Given ℓ projective cameras Pj : P
3
99K P
2 and noisy
images θj ∈ R
2 of an unknown point x ∈ P3, the triangulation problem is
min
x∈R4,uj∈R2
ℓ∑
j=1
‖uj − θj‖
2, such that uj = ΠPjx for j = 1, . . . , ℓ,
where Π is the dehomogenization map (y1, y2, y3) 7→ (y1/y3, y2/y3). This is a special
case of (13) with k = 4 and n = 2ℓ. Aholt, Agarwal and Thomas proposed an SDP
relaxation for this problem in [1], and they showed that it is exact under low noise when
the camera centers are not coplanar. The SDP from [1] is smaller than ours: its PSD
matrix is (n+1)× (n+1), as opposed to 4(n+1)× 4(n+1) for ours. But, as we will see,
ours is more precise, succeeding in almost all instances we considered.
Table 5 compares both SDP relaxations, indicating the percentage of experiments
that are solved exactly (the solution is rank-one) over 400 repetitions. The left of
Table 5 considers the synthetic data set described in [1, 19]: the cameras are placed
uniformly at random on the sphere of radius two pointing to the origin, and the points
are generated uniformly at random inside the unit cube. For the right of Table 5 the
cameras are placed uniformly on the line segment (2, 0, 0)—(2, 0, 1), and the points
are as before. In both cases the image size is approximately 2 × 2 units. The second
configuration is very problematic for the SDP from [1], since the camera centers are
coplanar. On the other hand, our SDP (6) behaves equally well.
Table 5. Camera triangulation problem.
cameras on a sphere cameras on a line
noise 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
ℓ = 3
our SDP 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
AAT [1] 100% 93% 87% 81% 74% 68% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
ℓ = 7
our SDP 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99%
AAT [1] 100% 100% 99% 96% 88% 79% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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Example 4.4 (Resectioning). Given ℓ points zj ∈ P
3 and noisy images θj ∈ R
2 under
an unknown projective camera P : P3 99K P2, the resectioning problem is
min
P∈R3×4,uj∈R2
ℓ∑
j=1
‖uj − θj‖
2, such that uj = ΠPzj for j = 1, . . . , ℓ.
This is a special case of (13) with k = 12 and n = 2ℓ. Table 6 illustrates the performance
of our SDP (6) on the synthetic data set from [19]: the cameras are randomly placed
on the sphere of radius two, and the points inside the unit cube. Our SDP is exact for
most instances below a noise level of 0.1. For comparison, we refer to [19, Fig 2], where
it is observed that their method cannot certify global optimality for any instance above
a noise level of 0.03.
Kahl and Henrion proposed an SDP relaxation for this problem in [12], though with-
out any guarantees. Table 6 also shows the performance of their SDP (the Schur
formulation of order 3). We use the heuristic method explained in [12] of including a
small multiple of the trace in the objective function (ǫ = 0.001). This promotes a rank-
one solution, at the expense of a loss in optimality. As shown in Table 6, the solution
still had higher rank in most of the experiments performed, even with this heuristic.
Table 6. Uncalibrated camera resectioning.
noise 0.0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
ℓ = 6
our SDP 100% 82% 80% 80% 83% 84%
KH [12] 100% 26% 7% 4% 2% 2%
ℓ = 15
our SDP 100% 100% 85% 59% 37% 25%
KH [12] 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Remark. The homography estimation problem is also a special instance of (13), so we
may use our SDP relaxation. Another relaxation was proposed in [12], but with no
guarantees. A related problem is the estimation of the essential matrix of two views,
for which an SDP relaxation that is exact under low noise was recently proposed [26].
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